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15 minute parking Main Street- Comm voted to suggest the businesses get their own portable 
signage. That can be put out daily and removed as long as all signage is uniform.  
 
Speed Limit Ridge Top- House keeping item, this street was not listed on the streets we addressed 2 
years ago. Voted in favor of making it 25mph 
 
Keyser Pond Jake Brake Noise- Eric Leonard Owner of Keyser Pond CG. requesting posting the 
area no Jake Brake Use. Motion made by Rocky to request the Town reach out to the businesses in 
the area in attempt to have them police themselves. Voted all in favor.  
 
Traffic Triangle Huntington/Quaker- Discussion with Marty Davis who is strongly against the 
removal of the triangle for various reasons. Lisa Spahl sent an e-mail against the removal. Ticia 
Blanck sent an e-mail against removing the triangle. Road Agent would like to remove it and replace 
with T intersection. Board voted to move it on to the BOS as requested by Road Agent.  
Traffic Triangle River Road and Shaker Same as above, Voted to move on to BOS.  
 
River Road Local Traffic Only- Via E-mail majority was to enact same as long Hopkinton does it as 
well.  
 
Hall Ave No thru trucking above Ayer/Goss- Split committee Request Ayer/Goss to notify their 
users to not use Hall Avenue for access Vs installing enacting No thru trucking.  
 
Crosswalk Main Street- Via E-mail- Committee majority voted in favor of crosswalk. Suggested as 
well to change the design of the cross walk design to hash marks and or a color to yellow or green to 
stand out better on a dark/rainy night. Road agent makes an important point in that if the cross walk 
is installed, we would loose 2 parking spaces on the south side of the road. Further notes are the 
curbing requirements for ADA. 
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